Instructions - Crown & Hat Band
1. Enlarge to fit paper, same size as page 2
2. Cut out on solid lines
3. Line up point A on top of point B — staple.
4. Line up point C on top of point D — staple.
5. Line up point E on top of point F — staple.
6. Line up point G on top of point H — staple.
7. Line up point K on top of point L — staple.
8. Continue instructions on two of two.
Instructions -Brim

1. Enlarge to fit paper, same size as page 1
2. Cut out on solid lines
3. Line up point A on top of point B — staple.
4. Slide Brim over top of Crown, line up point X on the brim on top of point X on the crown — staple.

5. Line up point Y on the brim on top of point Y on the crown — staple.
6. Staple brim to tabs on sides of crown.
7. Add the hat band and shape crown and brim as desired.